TRON (TRX)

About: TRON now has dual headquarters, in Beijing and San Francisco, with the establishment of more overseas offices in preparation and our team in rapid expansion.

TRON is one of the largest blockchain-based operating systems in the world.

TRON is an ambitious project dedicated to the establishment of a truly decentralized Internet and its infrastructure.

As a decentralized platform in Web 4.0, TRON's powerful capability make it be adaptable to a wide range of complex scenes and also support applications with vast amounts of users. A complete eco-system will be built based on the TRON network.

Advantages:

1. High throughput: High throughput is achieved by improving the TPS in TRON, which has surpassed Bitcoin and Etherenum, to a daily use practical degree.
2. **Scalability**: Applications are given a wider variety of ways to be deployed in TRON because of its scalability and highly effective smart contract. It can support enormous number of users.

3. **Highly Reliable**: More reliable network structure, user asset, intrinsic value and a higher degree of decentralization consensus comes with an improved rewards distribution mechanism.